
Check Out Our End Of Spring Sales!

Summer is upon us and with the changing of seasons we have decided to
change some things up here at Howell To Sports! We offer a wide variety of
products and for a limited time we have some at a reduced price! So please
contact us today to be sure you get these deals!

We are giving a
10% discount off
of Boostr Tables

Since the early 1980's, there have been several vision training programs
developed which propose to improve the vision of athletes resulting in an
associated improvement in their sports performance. Do these training programs
actually work? Or could practice time be put to better use?

 

http://howelltosports.com/
http://howelltosports.com/facility-installations?link_list=3043171


Click here to peruse our vision articles to make up your mind. If you are
interested in learning how we can help you achieve this type of vision please e-
mail Ed@howelltosports.com 
Or call 856-381-888 to talk

Cognitive Vision Training Program

The purpose of this product is to incorporate a hearing
clue with a visual clue leading to a thought process
resulting in a physical movement. When you do these
drills you will be training your brain for the seven
cognitive skills critical for sports: (1) attention, (2) focus
& concentration, (3) memory, (4) pattern recognition, (5) problem solving, (6)
decision making, (7) anticipation.

Using this program will assist you in training your brain, eyes and muscles
together. It will allow you to train the "quiet eye" as proposed by Joan Vickers in
1996. The quiet eye is the final fixation on a specific object in the visuomotor
workspace, ie. the way your eye/brain and body perceives the ball right before
you hit it. It has been shown that experts in their field demonstrate a better quiet
eye than less experienced players. It has also be shown that the quiet eye can be
trained. This will help.

When you purchase our cognitive vision program you will receive 5 decision
cards, one jugglestick, one set of near-far charts with drills and instructions.

Hurry! We have two reduced priced scoreboards we are looking to
sell on a first come first serve basis. So if you are interested don't

wait to contact us today!

E-mail Ed at: Ed@howelltosports.com

Or Call us at 856.381.8888

The first scoreboard is a NEW LX6320
wireless in Royal Blue. Comes with a stand,
a carrying case, and a 5 year warranty!

It retails for $3,850 + shipping 
Our Sale price is $2,995 with free

http://blog.howelltosports.com/training-links/?link_list=3043171
https://www.electro-mech.com/scoreboard-lx6320?sport=soccer


shipping!

Our second scoreboard is a USED
LX6320 wireless in Red. It comes with a
stand and a 1 year warranty!

It retails for $3,750 + shipping 
Our Sale price is $1,995 with free
shipping!

If you're in the market for a new
scoreboard but neither of these strike your
fancy, then please contact us so that we can help you find one that you will love!

Shop Our Other Products!
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